Retroperitoneal and lateral pelvic lymphadenectomy mapped by lymphoscintigraphy and blue dye for rectal adenocarcinoma staging: preliminary results.
Total mesorectal excision (TME) is the standard surgical choice for rectal adenocarcinoma. Better prognostic results, achieved with a retroperitoneal and lateral pelvic lymphadenectomy (RLPL), have questioned that TME might not be satisfactory for adequate patient staging, affecting therapeutic definitions. The aims of the ongoing study are to define the accuracy of dye and probe search in the detection of metastatic retroperitoneal and lateral pelvic nodes (RLPN) resected with RLPL, and to evaluate the metastasis frequency in these nodes and its eventual upstaging impact. Thirty rectal adenocarcinoma patients were submitted to RLPL, with RLPN mapping using technetium (Tc 99 m) and patent blue, having nodes examined histopathologically and immunohistochemically. Eight hundred and two nodes were analyzed, mean of 26.7 per patient; RLPL was responsible for 41% (330) of the examined nodes, mean of 11 per patient. Metastatic RLPN have occurred in 20% of the patients; the RLPN were metastatic in only 6.7% of the patients; RLPL upstaged 13.3%. For identification of metastatic RLPN with technetium, sensitivity was 33%, specificity 79%, positive predictor value (PPV) 29%, negative predictor value (NPV) 83% and false negative (FN) rate 67%. For patent blue and technetium metastatic RLPN identification, sensitivity was 17%, specificity 92%, PPV 33%, NPV 82% and FN 83%. Preliminary results have pointed out technetium and blue dye low accuracy to identify metastatic RLPN; no metastatic RLPN were reported in the patients submitted to preoperative chemoradiation and important upstaging with RLPL. Considering no increase in morbi-mortality rates with RLPL, definitive conclusions will be obtained as the study carries on.